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Staffordshire Figures 1780-1840 Myrna Schkolne 2014-12-28 In Volume 4 of this
all-encompassing, multi-volume set, which catalogues the vast range of enamelpainted figures produced mostly in the Staffordshire Potteries between 1780 and
1840, figures portraying family, children at play, the Temperance Movement,
classical subjects, busts, and much more are covered. The text discusses
distinguishing real works from reproductions and evaluating their quality. It
includes over 1100 brilliant colour photographs, as well as information about
the potters and design sources, along with a values guide. Among the figures
are contemporary portrayals of weddings, christenings, and other family scenes,
forms emblematic of the seasons, elements, and continents, and a multitude of
characters portraying classical subjects. Many of these pieces are hauntingly
beautiful and have long been hidden from the public eye. These impressive
portrayals give us rare glimpses of a world that has vanished long ago.
Staffordshire Pottery Anthony Oliver 1981
Magazine Antiques 1949
The History of the London Water Industry, 1580–1820 Leslie Tomory 2017-04-25
How did pre-industrial London build the biggest water supply industry on earth?
Beginning in 1580, a number of competing London companies sold water directly
to consumers through a large network of wooden mains in the expanding
metropolis. This new water industry flourished throughout the 1600s, eventually
expanding to serve tens of thousands of homes. By the late eighteenth century,
more than 80 percent of the city’s houses had water connections—making London
the best-served metropolis in the world while demonstrating that it was
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legally, commercially, and technologically possible to run an infrastructure
network within the largest city on earth. In this richly detailed book,
historian Leslie Tomory shows how new technologies imported from the Continent,
including waterwheel-driven piston pumps, spurred the rapid growth of London’s
water industry. The business was further sustained by an explosion in consumer
demand, particularly in the city’s wealthy West End. Meanwhile, several key
local innovations reshaped the industry by enlarging the size of the supply
network. By 1800, the success of London’s water industry made it a model for
other cities in Europe and beyond as they began to build their own water
networks. The city’s water infrastructure even inspired builders of other
large-scale urban projects, including gas and sewage supply networks. The
History of the London Water Industry, 1580–1820 explores the technological,
cultural, and mercantile factors that created and sustained this remarkable
industry. Tomory examines how the joint-stock form became popular with water
companies, providing a stable legal structure that allowed for expansion. He
also explains how the roots of the London water industry’s divergence from the
Continent and even from other British cities was rooted both in the size of
London as a market and in the late seventeenth-century consumer revolution.
This fascinating and unique study of essential utilities in the early modern
period will interest business historians and historians of science and
technology alike.
Genealogy of the Page Family in Virginia Richard Channing Moore Page 1893
As Time Goes By Chris Freeman 2001-02-15 How can we best understand the impact
of revolutionary technologies on the business cycle, the economy, and society?
Why is economics meaningless without history and without an understanding of
institutional and technical change? Does the 'new economy' mean the 'end of
history'?an we best understand the impact of revolutionary technologies on
business organization and the business cycle? These are some of the questions
addressed in this authoritative analysis of modern economic growth from the
Industrial Revolution to the 'New Economy' of today. Chris Freeman has been one
of the foremost researchers on innovation for a long time and his colleague
Francisco Louçã is an outstanding historian of economic theory and an analyst
of econometric models and methods. Together they chart the history of five
technological revolutions: water-powered mechanization, steam-powered
mechanization, electrification, motorization, and computerization. They
demonstrate the necessity to take account of politics, culture, organizational
change, and entrepreneurship, as well as science and technology in the analysis
of economic growth. This is an well-informed, highly topical, and persuasive
study of interest across all the social sciences.
Creamware and Other English Pottery at Temple Newsam House, Leeds Temple Newsam
House 1976
Newton genealogy L.E. Newton Newton genealogy, genealogical, biographical,
historical being a record of the descendants of Richard Newton of Sudbury and
Marlborough, Massachusetts 1638, with genealogies of families descended from
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the immigrants, Rev. Roger Newton of Milford, Connecticut; Thomas Newton of
Fairfield, Connecticut; Matthew Newton of Stonington, Connecticut; Newtons of
Virginia; Newtons near Boston.
1794. History of Muskingum County, Ohio, with Illustrations and Biographical
Sketches of Prominent Men and Pioneers J F Everhart 2019-08-10 This book has
been considered by academicians and scholars of great significance and value to
literature. This forms a part of the knowledge base for future generations. We
have represented this book in the same form as it was first published. Hence
any marks seen are left intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Chats on Old Earthenware Arthur Hayden 1909
Family Structure in the Staffordshire Potteries, 1840-1880 Marguerite Dupree
1995 Using the Staffordshire potteries as a case study, this volume analyzes
how people both create and adapt to the process of industrialization. Its
exploration of family relationships in the context of the workplace and of the
local community offers insights for social historians.
People, Passions, Pastimes, and Pleasures Myrna Schkolne 2006-01-01 All lovers
of British history and ceramics enthusiasts will want to own the first
comprehensive collectors' reference book devoted exclusively to early 19th
century enamel painted figures made in the Staffordshire potteries. In this
lavish volume, over 400 superb color photographs of figures from museums and
private collections serve as time capsules. Along with a meticuously researched
text, they reveal astonishing information about life almost two centuries ago.
The book also explores and illustrates design sources used for the figures and
divulges a wealth of information for collectors.
The Condition of the Working-class in England in 1844 Friedrich Engels 1892
The English Landed Estate in the Nineteeth Century David Spring 2019-12-01
Among these are Christopher Haedy, the Duke of Bedford's chief agent; James
Loch, king of estate agents in nineteenth-century England; Henry Morton, the
Earl of Durham's land agent; and William Blamire and James Caird, two of the
Inclosure Commissioners.
Never Married Amy M. Froide 2005-02-24 Never Married: Singlewomen in Early
Modern England investigates a paradox in the history of early modern England:
although one third of adult women were never married, these women have remained
largely absent from historical scholarship. Amy Froide reintroduces us to the
category of difference called marital status and to the significant ways it
shaped the life experiences of early modern women. By de-centring marriage as
the norm in social, economic, and cultural terms, her book critically refines
our current understanding of people's lives in the past and adds to a recent
line of scholarship that questions just how common 'traditional' families
really were. This book is both a social-economic study of singlewomen and a
cultural study of the meanings of singleness in early modern England. It
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focuses on never-married women in England's provincial towns, and on
singlewomen from a broad social spectrum. Covering the entire early modern era,
it reveals that this was a time of transition in the history of never-married
women. During the sixteenth century life-long singlewomen were largely absent
from popular culture, but by the eighteenth century they had become a central
concern of English society. As the first book of original research to focus on
singlewomen on the period, it also illuminates other areas of early modern
history. Froide reveals the importance of kinship in the past to women without
husbands and children, as well as to widows, widowers, single men, and orphans.
Examining the contributions of working and propertied singlewomen, she is able
to illustrate the importance of gender and marital status to urban economies
and to notions of urban citizenship in the early modern era. Tracing the
origins of the spinster and old maid stereotypes she reveals how singlewomen
were marginalized as first the victims and then the villains of Protestant
English society.
A Manual of Marks on Pottery and Porcelain William Harcourt Hooper 1876
The Dictionary of Blue and White Printed Pottery 1780-1880 Arthur Wilfred Coysh
1982 This dictionary brings together as many facts as possible about blue and
white printed pottery at the height of its popularity and production. The
authors have produced a comprehensive guide, covering every possible aspect of
the subject, with Appendices which include makers' initial marks and a list of
source books used by makers. The discovery that prints could be transferred to
porcelain and pottery helped transform the ceramics industry. Inevitably, the
market demand at the end of the nineteenth century for brightly coloured wares
put an end to this extraordinary potting endeavour but the interest of
collectors has never declined. This book was awarded the Library Association's
1982 McColvin Medal for an outstanding reference book. It is the first of a two
volume set, having been supplemented in 1989 by a separate and entirely new
companion volume containing additional entries and further information.-Amazon.com.
Memorials of Old Staffordshire William Beresford 1909
Victorian Staffordshire Figures, 1835-1875 Adrian Harding 2007 Over 1400
historical ceramic figures encompass the wide range of themes depicted by
Staffordshire potters between 1835 and 1875. 1090 bright color photos include
portraits, naval and military figures, theatrical and literary characters,
religious and temperance figures, hunters, shepherds, gardeners, harvesters,
pastoral scenes, occupations, pursuits and pastimes, children, sporting
figures, dogs and other animals, cottages, houses, and castles. The text
provides updated information and listings for every known variation within each
figural type. Cross-references to figures in the other 3 volumes in this series
are provided in each category and value ranges are included. This will be a
valued addition to the libraries of Staffordshire collectors worldwide.
Leaves from the Note-books of Lady Dorothy Nevill Lady Dorothy Nevill 1907
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Good Egg and Bad Apple Henry Herz 2018-09-28 Not all the foods in the
refrigerator get along like peas in a pod. The vegetables are steamed, and Bad
Apple and Second Banana are the problem. Good Egg suggests his friends try
different responses to these two bullies. They try hiding, then standing their
ground. At first, Good Egg's tactics don't bear fruit. Only by using his noodle
does Good Egg avoid getting scrambled and save his friends' bacon. In this
story told on two levels, young readers will be entertained by the hijinks of
the anthropomorphic food characters and will appreciate the allegory about not
letting one bad apple spoil the bunch. Adult readers are served plenty of food
for thought with hilarious gastronomical idioms and puns. An author's note
explaining all the wordplay adds English language educational opportunities.
English Pottery 1620-1840 Robin Hildyard 2005-08 "Based around the matchless
collections of British ceramics in the Victoria and Albert Museum, which
curators began to assemble as early as the 1840s, this book charts the story of
their development from the simple slipware drinking-vessel of the seventeenth
century to the sophisticated enamelled and transfer-printed tableware of the
early 1800s. The narrative takes us through successive changes of taste and
manners, as British potters assimilated and adapted new, and often disparate,
influences from Europe and the Far East. Ceramics, ubiquitous, disposable and
quintessentially domestic, tended to reflect social changes quicker than other
branches of the applied arts; for example, new fashions in dining and the
taking of tea were responsible for major aspects of design and decoration,
while the rapid rise of the Staffordshire figure enabled it to become a vehicle
for satire, religion, or the commemoration of wildly popular but ephemeral
events such as boxing matches and visits from touring menageries." "Keeping
carefully chosen pieces, illustrated, at the forefront of his discussion, Robin
Hildyard treats the subject variously by material, form, decoration or by
broader theme, sometimes cutting across traditional boundaries in order to look
behind established myths and the often misleading evidence of what has
survived. The methods and history of manufacture are fully explored, from the
workshop of the independent village potter to the industrialized nineteenthcentury factory struggling with the stormy beginnings of trade unionism. The
complex trade in ceramics both at home and abroad, and the transition from
utilitarian household object to cherished item in collector's cabinet is also
examined, along with the symbiotic relationship between collector and museum.
This volume, filling the gap in current ceramic literature between narrower
scholarly studies and the opulent catalogues of private collections, presents
an expert and yet highly accessible view of a particularly rich seam of British
material culture, guiding us from familiar ground into wider and sometimes
uncharted territory."--BOOK JACKET.
Prominent Families of New York Lyman Horace Weeks 1898
Wadhams Genealogy Mrs. Harriet Weeks (Wadhams) Stevens 1913
The Waterloo Roll Call Charles Dalton 1890
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Antiques 1948
History of Ancient Woodbury, Connecticut William Cothren 1854
Parents of Poor Children in England 1580-1800 Patricia M. Crawford 2010-02-18
The first sustained study of the mothers and fathers of poor children in early
modern England, drawing upon a wide range of archival material, including
quarter session records, petitions for assistance, applications for places in
the London Foundling Hospital, and evidence from criminal trials in London's
Old Bailey.
Bibliotheca Staffordiensis 1894
The Book of the Duffs Alistair Norwich Tayler 1914
Josiah Wedgwood and His Pottery William Burton 1922
Dark Days of Georgian Britain James Hobson 2017-10-30 A historian reveals the
grittier side of Regency England, far from the country houses and costume balls
of high society. Often upheld as a period of elegance with many achievements in
the fine arts and architecture, the Regency era also encompassed a time of
great social, political, and economic upheaval. In this insightful social
history, the emphasis is on the lives of those not born into nobility—what it
was like for the poor, and what challenges they faced. Using a wide range of
sources, James Hobson shares the stories of real people. He explores corruption
in government and elections, “bread or blood” rioting, the political discontent
felt, and the revolutionaries involved. He explores attitudes to adultery and
marriage, and the moral panic about homosexuality. Grave robbery is exposed,
along with the sharp pinch of food scarcity, prison, and punishment. Venturing
beyond the images we have from Jane Austen’s novels or costume-drama films,
this book reveals a society where the popular hatred of the Prince Regent was
widespread and where laws and new capitalist attitudes oppressed the poor—a
society in the throes of change.
States of Inquiry Oz Frankel 2006-07-21 "Performing, printing, and then
circulating these studies, government established an economy of exchange with
its diverse constituencies. In this medium, which Frankel terms "print
statism," not only tangible objects such as reports and books but knowledge
itself changed hands. As participants, citizens assumed the standing of
informants and readers."
A Collector's Guide to Staffordshire Pottery Figures H. A. B. Turner 1971
A History of the English People Elie Halévy 1924
Aristocratic Government in the Age of Reform Peter Mandler 1990 Drawing on a
rich variety of sources, Peter Mandler challenges the notion of a smooth and
inevitable progression towards liberalism in early nineteenth-century England.
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Holding the Past Myrna Schkolne 2015 The William Herbert and Nancy Hunt
Collection provides a foundation for understanding both earthenware figures and
the long-gone events and people who impacted our world. The 547 pottery figures
from the Hunt Collection illustrated in this book were made in Britain prior to
1840. Fashioned in an era before photography, these figures afford engaging
three-dimensional glimpses of the people and happenings of those times. They
are also important artifacts that hold the story of the past within their clay
bodies. Britain then was the premier global force, and this small island nation
influenced events that shaped our modern world. Exploring the figures within
their historical context deepens our understanding of the social and political
trajectories that forged national identities, that molded current beliefs, and
that continue to determine our path to the future.
Ireland William Laffan 2015-01-01 A sweeping survey of the arts of Ireland
spanning 150 years and an astonishing range of artists and media This
groundbreaking book captures a period in Ireland's history when countless
foreign architects, artisans, and artists worked side by side with their native
counterparts. Nearly all of the works within this remarkable volume--many of
them never published before--have been drawn from North American collections.
This catalogue accompanies the first exhibition to celebrate the Irish as
artists, collectors, and patrons over 150 years of Ireland's sometimes
turbulent history. Featuring the work of a wide range of artists--known and
unknown--and a diverse array of media, the catalogue also includes an
impressive assembly of essays by a pre-eminent group of international experts
working on the art and cultural history of Ireland. Major essays discuss the
subjects of the Irish landscape and tourism, Irish country houses, and Dublin's
role as a center of culture and commerce. Also included are numerous shorter
essays covering a full spectrum of topics and artworks, including bookbinding,
ceramics, furniture, glass, mezzotints, miniatures, musical instruments,
pastels, silver, and textiles.
Choice 1994
Road to Divorce Lawrence Stone 1995 Lawrence Stone is one of the world's
foremost historians. In such widely acclaimed volumes as The Crisis of the
Aristocracy, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England and The Open Society, he
has shown himself to be a provocative and engaging writer as well as a master
chronicler of English family life. Now, with Road to Divorce, Stone examines
the complex ways in which English men and women have used, twisted, and defied
the law to deal with marital breakdown. Despite the infamous divorce of Henry
VIII in 1529, Britons before the 20th century were predominantly, in Stone's
words, "a non-divorcing and non-separating society." In fact, before divorce
was legalized in 1857, England was the only Protestant country with virtually
no avenue for divorce on the grounds of adultery, desertion, or cruelty. Yet
marriages did fail, and in Road to Divorce, Stone examines a goldmine of court
records--in which witnesses speak freely about love, sex, adultery, and
marriage--memoirs, correspondence, and popular imaginative works to reveal how
lawyers and the laity coped with marital discord. Equally important, in tracing
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the history of divorce, Stone has discovered a way to recapture the slow,
irregular, and tentative evolution of moral values concerning relations between
the sexes as well as the consequent shift from concepts of patriarchy to those
of sexual equality. He thus offers a privileged, indeed almost unique, insight
into the interaction of the public spheres of morality, religion, and the law.
Written by the foremost historian of family life, Road to Divorce provides the
first full study of a topic rich in historical interest and contemporary
importance, one that offers astonishingly frank and intimate insights into our
ancestors' changing views about what makes and breaks a marriage.
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